
Getting Started (Practice 1)

GALLERIA DIAMOND JOB SEARCH PROCESS



JOB SEARCH PROCESS OVERVIEW



In this section you will:

• Understand the dynamics of the current market

• Review the normal emotional stages of any major loss

• Receive guidance on how to move through the stages quickly 

• Be provided with advice on revising your career plan

• Acknowledge that its best to look to the future
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PRACTICE 1: GET STARTED



How to Hunt in a Tight Market

1. Expand your job hunting targets
2. Expect to be “In Search for the long haul”
3. Keep your sprits up
4. Think about developing new skills
5. Become a skilled job hunter
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How to Hunt in a Tight Market

6. Target what you want
7. Learn how to get interviews
8. See people two levels higher than you are
9. Work the job hunt the same way you do a job
10. Follow-up, follow-up, follow-up
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When You’ve Lost Your Spirit to Job Hunt

• Put things in perspective
• Get support
• Remember that this is part of a bigger picture
• Continue to do your job
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A Trip Through the Valley of  Despair

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A Trip Through the Valley of DespairChange is happening all the time.  Modern theory on change tells us we will work through a fairly typical pattern of denial, resistance, despair, acceptance, exploration and then hopefully commitment to moving forward.  But it’s our visitation to the valley of despair segment that can cause the most consternation and how long someone stays in the valley of despair definitely impacts the intensity of their future engagementThink of the change as traveling from one mountain top to another separated by a valley.  You and your fellow JSWT members are standing together on the first mountain top looking towards the next mountain – the destination – but each of us sees the valley much differently.A short hike down a grassy hill to the meadow and an easy walk to the other side.A deep valley with a small river to cross.An immense cliff with a class 5 rapid running through the distant valley below. And there you are. . . almost summiting the new mountain yelling back to your JSWT not to worry about the short climb as you gain energy and excitement with your healthy commitment to the new destination.Is the rate at which a person can work through “change” directly proportional to their maturity and the support of their work teams and leaders?  Not entirely.  But great, mature servant leaders have learned to always carry some strong rope, know how to teach the art of rappelling down cliffs and that talking is much easier when you’re next to someone.



Career Planning Versus Job Hunting

1. Make life changes first
2. People who have goals do better
3. Have a clear vision
4. Understand the need to allow plenty of time
5. Be cautious about a lower level position
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Career Planning Versus Job Hunting

6. Select the right offer
7. Focus on positioning over money
8. Bypass the ideal offer for longer term gain
9. Stick with your vision
10. Our values change over time
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Career Planning Versus Job Hunting

11. Think big, not small
12. Sometimes you need to be subjective
13. Life may be different now than it was then
14. Expect to be paid fairly
15. Life skills, not just job hunting skills
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Look to the Future

• Remember the effects of the valley of despair
• Looking to the last summit will hold you back
• Looking to the next with excitement will drive you forward

• You don’t have time to feel sorry for yourself
• No one has time to listen to your complaints
• You can’t control the past
• You can only control your future
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JOB SEARCH PROCESS OVERVIEW



QUESTIONS?
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